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 What if we discover in this awakening that people are already divine?
Mindful sacred aging now gives humanity profound possibilities for
psychological, spiritual and mystical transformation, expanding not
merely our lifespan but our awareness of God as well.With this
unprecedented longevity, aging has become a new developmental stage in
the human life cycle. The Divine Human answers these questions and even
more, revealing the ultimate meaning of the brand new Aging. What if
this realization transforms our very nature and purpose on earth?
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 It is hard to observe God through all the corruption, actually when we
know He is there. Many of us living in the modern world see what is
happening both in the us and all over the world. I especially
appreciated his spiritual practices which permit the reader to instantly
move into the experiential dimension of "getting God" in individual
form. You may recall meeting the author along with his novel,
Breakthrough. Why? This is a wonderful browse and I believe I will need
to get ..An essential part of the reserve is that all chapter ends with
a set of questions about which the writer shows that you journal. I
believe I will have to get a hard copy of the book as I found it hard to
write about it (the exercises).Dr. Initially, I was planning to do that
to find the full good thing about the book; I highly recommend it. This
book is very spiritual and true to life. He has published 8 books on the
aging experience, always pushing the frontiers of our understanding well
beyond simplistic variants on decline where our youth-oriented tradition
has wrapped this lifestyle stage. Five Stars good A gem John provides
his considerable years of study, reflection and life encounter to this
inspiring reserve that opens us to the divine, the sacred, the mystical.
He brilliantly brings his substantial years of research and encounter to
his words which open us to a base and an invitation; presents us rates
for contemplation and reflection; shares his very own profound mystical
experiences and wisdom; and suggests methods to take us deeper into our
own connection with the mystical. This small gem of a publication is a
life training course for those wishing to deepen their connection to the
Divine, and a must for those in their elder years who would like the
riches of a deeply spiritual existence. Want Closer Regards to God? One
of the best books on the subject of letting "God become God in you. Much
like one of my favorite authors, who writes as Stan I. S.. The author
encourages us to keep behind lives driven in so doing that we can enter
the richness to be. Taking the "setting" in ways, of where we are born
and what cultural religious beliefs we may have already been launched
to, He greets us and invites and encourages us to go forward with Him...
As do John C. We've a responsibility, the writer posits, to simply
accept our roles in this emerging change in awareness that,
collectively, can transform the world, shifting it beyond all falsehood
of the younger worlds we’ve inhabited. Did I wish to devote that much
"period" to God?.Some of us like me personally have found our way
through Jesus. Robinson. He provides studied and dwelled in God's world
most of his life.. You might consider this book relatively of a memoir,
but also a self-help publication. John has created where he has come in
his lifestyle with God, but he's also written the book to allow readers
to consider as well as perhaps seek more of what he provides
experienced. I strongly believe that if you are seeking a closer
relationship with God, you should think about this book.... the Kindle
version. He describes “The Divine Individual” as a “handbook for
Elders”, but don’t be fooled into thinking it is anything as simplistic



as a trail instruction to the universe." Highly, highly recommended.
Because I came across that that which was evoked--brought to my
conscious mind--became a lot more complex and disruptive to me.... For
me, it had been through the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. Maybe I wasn't
old plenty of to have the time he thought we aging people right now had,
LOL. Did I would like to move from my book review activities, that i
feel is usually what I'm supposed to be carrying out?. Robinson pays
serious attention to a time in life even specialists frequently reduce
to advice about exercising more, worrying less and spending wisely.I
comprehended what Robinson was clearly saying. But that which was my own
relationship with God saying to me. Law, I have pondered, discovered,
and found many thought-provoking suggestions about today's and potential
of our spiritual lives..was I rebelling against Robinson or was I seeing
him as a disruption to my very own beliefs?Meditation, sharpening our
sensory connection with the term, and allowing the circulation of divine
energy into our uniqueness are key takeaways of “The Divine Human”, that
ought to assume a prominent place in the library of anyone seriously
searching for a better way to age group.Did I wish to move there? But I
really do believe that, when there is more, than we ought to be open to
studying it. The writer speaks of the option of mystical skills and
directs the publication to those who might be open to awakening to those
skills.Can reading alternative books, beside your have particular
guidebook from your early life, lead us, change us, alter the world? I'm
on my second reading of this book and am impressed by the depth of
insight and evident compassion shared by the writer. While we strive to
remain close to God, what we find happening tears us apart with dread
and anger. What I mean by that was that Robinson was complicated me
personally to move to where he was..Human Trafficking, medication
cartels, abuse of our fellow man. For him, as he approaches his 70s, he
provides written to share what his own knowledge offers been..and
children...Experience "getting God" in human type! The first cause he
gave resonated for me personally: Struggle with their current spiritual
beliefs and methods and are not afraid to seek new possibilities. I
don't know, but it seems to me that we owe it to ourselves and to God to
be able to continue learning what He might tell us personally. That is
why I recommend this publication if what I've shared offers touched you
in a few small method.GABixlerReviewsBook provided for review by
publisher Moving from a life of doing to one of being In his book, “The
Divine Human,” author John C. This reserve is so full of life, like and
wisdom, it virtually glows off the web page!D., D.Min. elevates the
frequently mundane conversation about ageing to nothing significantly
less than a revelation of our relationship to God as we enter our golden
years. I decided to wait for a later on, second reading. The publication
is much more than that, and we have been fortunate that Dr. Yes, that
was underneath line.This is book is for those who are not afraid to get
old. In fact, the involved reader embraces the idea of heading deep



within him or herself to fully experience a sense of the divine for
which our ego-driven young years, consumed by creation and accumulation,
left little time. For me, the thing I am certain of is that God touches
each folks on a person basis. It is a great read and I believe I will
need to get it in a book vs. Robinson is definitely steeped in the
arcane, having gained advanced degrees in psychology, interfaith
spirituality, and mysticism. I recommend it. But “The Divine Human” is
not simply an intellectual’s musing about how exactly we can become more
conscious elders. Useful journalling prompts illustrate the point of
each chapter, encouraging us to do something beyond understanding in to
the primary of our beliefs. You may have a different history.Some of us
may have been introduced to the mystical skills available to God's
children. This Publication Glows with Like and Wisdom John Robinson's
discovery of what it means to be fully alive is aptly subtitled as "the
final transformation" as it could well be the last book We ever need to
read on the meaning of life, especially as we age. I envision re-reading
this book over and over again, an eternity of wisdom and a culmination
from a person who is the real offer. Robinson, Ph. Strongly suggested!
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